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Lace is one of those elements that goes in and out of style while never completely going away. You’ll always find a little lace trim on wedding dresses, loungewear
and (of course) lingerie. When designers are using the same lace in the same ways they did ten or twenty years earlier, it can look dowdy. But when lace is on trend,
like it is now, that means designers are using new lace patterns in fresh ways that look youthful and contemporary.
These days, even the most laceaverse lady can find some lace to love. And women who never fell out of love with lace can indulge all they want.

Smitten Lace Top
Kiyonna’s Smitten Lace Top features lace over a matching lining. Allover lace is such a modern, fresh take on lace. The twocolor
lining shows off the lace in two different ways. That’s right – the neckline has a sheerlooking lining that covers your bra while giving
you a bare look.
The body of this top is ruched to hug your curves without strangling them. Elbowlength sleeves offer just the right amount of coverage.

Scalloped Boudoir Lace Dress
Kiyonna’s Scalloped Boudoir Lace Dress is a modern classic. Some colors come with a nude lining and other come with a matching
lining for a completely different look. The empire waist and vneckline are flattering on all body shapes.
The modern lace pattern adds a touch of oohlala without showing too much skin. If you prefer your vnecks not so deep, a skintone
camisole underneath would be lovely – or try a cami in a contrasting color.

Retro Glam Lace Dress
Kiyonna’s Retro Glam Lace Dress evokes the fashions of the 1940s without looking costumey or dated. Stretch scalloped lace drapes
over your curves while a removable contrasting sash draws the eye to your waist. (Apple shaped women may want to skip the sash.)
Available in black on black and black over purple, this dress is just right for when you want a little gothic drama.
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Luna Lace Dress
Kiyonna’s Luna Lace Dress is a lot like their Smitten Lace Top. It’s got nude lining up top to hide your
bra while looking bare. The aline skirt adds a lot of movement – it’s perfect for dancing.
Wear it as an unconventional wedding dress, or as a bridesmaid dress you can actually wear again.
With the right accessories, this dress goes from a businessy cocktail party to a wedding reception.

Why Lace?
What is it about lace that keeps it around, even when it’s not trendy? It’s feminine without always being frilly or girly. It can be just a little something special added to a
dress, or the main element in an outfit. Modern lace is versatile and fun. Let’s enjoy it now before it goes back into hibernation waiting to be reinvented yet again.
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